DATASHEET

Fixed Asset Appraisal
Identify Assets With Confidence

UNDERSTANDING THE ASSETS YOU ACTUALLY HAVE
Be sure of asset
data for financial
compliance
and improve
performance…

Correct identification and valuation of the assets you have is a critical accounting practice to ensure
compliance. But, in a complex technical environment, how do you make sure you’ve captured and
tracked everything correctly?
The simple solution is to use an expert to perform a Fixed Asset Appraisal. The Electro Rent Fixed Asset
Appraisal service takes an inventory of all assets that meet the agreed criteria and assesses each
building in a systematic manner covering all work areas from floor to floor and room to room.
During the Fixed Asset Appraisal, the Electro Rent team will identify all assets that are located within
each work area and log them using Electro Rent’s proprietary mobile inventory assessment application
developed specifically for the purpose of appraising customer assets.
You get a Fixed Asset Appraisal report and recommendations including the identification of assets for
disposal, condition, location, standardization and technology refresh.
All of which will not only deliver peace of mind on compliance but also drive major improvement in the
performance of your assets.

ASSET DATA CLEANING & REPORTING NEW ASSETS
A complete,
professional
assessment that
you can act on…

You benefit from over 50 years of experience in managing test assets for the best control and utilization.
You get a professional, technical team to assess your equipment. The process is simple and fast with
our own app, extensive knowledge and database of over 28,000 manufacturer/model configurations.
Once complete, the Electro Rent team will clean the collated asset data. We’ll reference all manufacturer
and model numbers for each asset found against the manufacturer’s original product description.
We’ll also update and optimize the data as much as possible from our own industry knowledge and
database.
Where new assets are located, we’ll collate all relevant asset details so that it can be added to the fixed
asset register on completion of the audit.
Once complete, the optimized asset data is loaded into Electro Rent’s LEO Standard Asset Management
Solution and login details provided to the required users, ready for the data to be reviewed.

DATASHEET

ASSET IDENTIFICATION
Identify machinery
and equipment to
tag or barcode…

Assets with an existing asset tag or barcode on the asset will simply have the barcode and the Location
(Building, Floor, and Room) captured by the Electro Rent audit team.
Where no barcode exists, an appropriate Asset Tag/Barcode (provided by you) would be attached to
capture all required information such as Manufacturer, Model, Serial Number and Location.
The assets to be included on the Fixed Asset Appraisal will be discussed with you individually as needs
will vary. We will guide you through this process. Machinery and equipment to appraise and tag or
barcode would typically include a wide range from general office equipment to test systems and lab
equipment through to servers and all assets over a set value threshold.
Unused, stored and surplus Test Equipment can be sold via our Consignment Sale service, generating a
credit for other equipment or services, freeing valuable cash and uncluttering work space. Maintaining
surplus assets that are no longer used is a cost most companies cannot afford.

PART OF A COMPLETE RANGE OF SERVICES
Create value from
unused assets…

Electro Rent has a portfolio of related solutions designed to maximize the value from your test budgets,
including LEO Asset Management Software, which gives you three levels to control, optimize and drive
full performance from assets with easy visibility. Other tools include Asset Standardization, for better
asset sharing and optimized utilization, Asset Technology Refresh and Asset Trade-In services.
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